Herbert Kolb 2013 in Nuremberg

From October 7 till 14, 2013 our longtime friend Herbert Kolb (91) from the USA visited his native town. 70 years after his deportation to Theresienstadt concentration camp he was invited by the local archives to speak to students and an open audience. We and the people who met him during his stay admired his untiring energy and the accuracy of his memories.
Herbert delivering his speech at the reception to his honor on Oct. 7 in the Documentation Center at the Nazi Party rally grounds
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Debra taking a picture of Opa with her iPad
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Mother and daughter: Herbert’s daughter Rebecca and Debra Segal
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Herbert with Mr. Hanus Hron (Czech Republic), another Theresienstadt survivor and friend
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Also in Herbert’s entourage: former Nuremberger Ilse David, née Lauer and her daughter JoAnne from Israel
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Herbert with Prof. Wolfgang Benz (Berlin) who interviewed Herbert in a public event on Oct. 13
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